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I. Mood [Stimmung] and atmosphere have become popular subjects in the discourse of literary

theory and the theory of art during the past decade. These concepts were discussed in details by

David E. Wellbery’s comprehensive article that summarized the history of the concept and also

neutralized the place value of “Stimmung” in aesthetics.  However, he has later revised his harsh

reappropriation in light of recent issues in the humanities. Namely, he tailored “Stimmung” to fit

not  just  literature,  but  other  works  of  art,  for  example,  musical  pieces,  architectural  design,

paintings, etc. In the first, introductory chapter of my doctoral thesis, I investigate the history of the

concept of “Stimmung” as well as the discourse on it, and I articulate those questions that have

relevance to the works being discussed in the parts following.

The different interpretations of Stimmung circumscribe a manifold, diverse concept. On the

one hand, it can only be localized when someone goes to great lengths to do so, and its temporality

is hard to pin down either. On the other hand ― or exactly because of this ― Stimmung can appear

in different ways: as the disposition of someone, as the effect of our surroundings, or as an aesthetic

category:  the  first  can  be  called  attunement [‘hangoltság’;  ‘Befindlichkeit’],  the  second  as

atmosphere, the third as  mood or tone [‘hangulat’; ‘Stimmung’], the latter whichencompasses the

other  two.  There is,  however,  one more  dimension that  one can hardly miss  out  on with this

concept; common or collective mood [‘közérzet’]. This is of utmost importance for Miklós Mészöly

since it simultaneously refers to the mood of the individual and some kind of collective disposition

or attitude. These dimensions do not overlap, yet they cannot be easily separated. The reason for

that is the dynamic of interactions determining them. While these aspects of the usage of Stimmung

do posses a certain significance, they are the results of a shift in emphasis or perspective, and as

such, they are the results of the insecurity concerning the agency: it belongs neither to the subject,

nor to the object unequivocally, it emerges upon their inter-, or rather, their intra-action. Therefore,

my dissertation focuses on those poetic effects that are determined in the discussion of Stimmung as

prereflexive elements.

II. The  subject  matter  of  this  dissertation  was  inspired  by  Miklós  Mészöly’s  concept  of

“atmosphere” who defined it as one of the most important element of his literary program already in

the 1970s. It is discussed in detail in the second chapter of my dissertation makes this its main

subject. First, I reconstruct the train of thought that is outlined in his essays. Its key concepts  ―

among others ― are atmosphere and mood/common mood [közérzet], and closely related to them:

“equalization” [egyenrangúsítás], which creates simultaneity and synchronicity, and thus “catches

reality in the act” this way. Mészöly regards atmosphere and mood/common mood as sources for

techniques  that  are  cut  out  for  “relatively  objective  representation”,  while  “equalization”



[egyenrangúsítás],  or creating simultaneity and synchronicity  are endeavours of a style  he calls

“new realism”.

I investigate how Mészöly carries out his project in the novel ‘Film’. It can be stated that the

phenomenon of Stimmung and its respective aporias play a central role in Mészöly’s thinking that

concerns art, which also manifests in his fiction. Several aspects of Stimmung become significant in

his oeuvre. One of them is  mood/common mood [közérzet]. This manifest, on the one hand, as a

disposition which case concerns the interaction of the individual and her environment; in this case

spatiality is a crucial factor. On the other hand ― emphasizing the first part of the Hungarian word,

“köz-” meaning common ―, the collective meaning of the word triggers another two meanings in

Mészöly’s essays. In the first case, we talk about the mood or attitude of a community: it is labelled

by Mészöly “social mood”, and he stresses its shared existence. He uses the term “generational

mood” too, in this sense the term also includes the defining attitudes, tendencies, waves, processes,

and effects associated with individuals in a given culture and a certain era. The second aspect of

collective mood is closely related to this since it can be characterized as “intellectual atmosphere”.

Mészöly builds the string of essays, ‘About the mood of tonality and atonality’ around the term ―

this is discussed in details in  Chapter II.  1. These essays demonstrate processes and tendencies

parallel to each other, or by Mészöly’s words, “the shifts of emphasis” that happened in music and

in the natural sciences ― especially in physics ― of his times. He identifies the reason of these

parallel processes in the “retunement” of mood. This, however, corresponds to Stimmung itself,

regarding the taxonomy introduced in Chapter I. 2., in the sense that it signifies not only the mood

that emerges from the environment, or by the interaction of the environment and the individual, but

as it appears as an epistemological category and a technique of representation.

III. The third  chapter  is  concerned with  Géza  Ottlik’s  works,  namely  with the  novels  ‘The

Rooftops of Dawn’ [Hajnali háztetők] and ‘Buda’. The question of Stimmung gains significance for

Ottlik mostly because it has to do a lot with narrative techniques. On the one hand, it is an important

element of his literary program on the level of self-reflective writing in the essays and manuscripts.

This self-reflection summarizes in a comprehensive way what, in his opinion, should be achieved in

writing. On the other hand, this is present in his works as the reflection of the narrator’s (writer’s or

painter’s) implicit literary program: re-presentation, making things present and lively: evocating,

authenticating, making something genuine, or grasp, and hence mediating a feeling/Stimmung, or

the “essence” of a person, or the atmosphere of a place.  Meanwhile,  the problems that can be

summarized as the difficulties of narration ― mostly the problems of language ― are continuously

subject to reflection.



Related to the latter, the performance of the literary text as a medium is being measured

against other media ― though not in a reflective way ― via which the text, or with Ottlik’s words,

the “space of words” takes the lead exactly because it can produce effects that cannot be carried out

by other  media.  In  the ‘Rooftops of  Dawn,’  the narrator  starts  his  speech with the demand of

grasping,  documenting  raw  reality,  however,  through  the  work  of  the  narration,  he  makes  its

impossibility  clear  very  early  in  the  novel.  Yet,  this  impossibility  is  not  a  disadvantage:  the

performance of literary texts lies exactly in this. They never simply record, store, and transmit raw

reality like an analogue archiving apparatus. In this respect, as symbolic systems they cannot but

hope to reach absolute objectivity. This way, by showing in a performative way that literature can

still mediate lived experience by means of the Imaginary and words ― in this case, the fictive view

of the rooftops at dawn (in the narration of Peter Halász), then on the second level, the (yet again)

fictive view that is produced by these words (in the description of Bébé) In this regard,  Ottlik

catches the literary medium at work.

In ‘Buda’, a similar thing happens, though in a much more complex context that ranges from

epistemology  through  quantum-mechanics,  mathematics,  the  philosophy  of  language,  painting,

photography up until the movie theatre. All this, however, is summarized in a question, that is ―

quite unsurprisingly ― concerns the ability of literature to grasp things. Again, it is inaccuracy that

concerns the narrator, however, as if we could ― with Mészöly’s words ― point out precision with

imprecision. The object to grasp is the “feeling” that can be identified with the aesthetic concept of

Stimmung, and which includes the aspects of Stimmung discussed in the first chapter: it can be

regarded as the disposition, attunement of a person, as the effect of the environment on the person,

as atmosphere but also as collective mood ― since, in many cases Bébé tells common stories that

come to the picture due to the presence of another narrator, Medve, and appear as an accumulation

of common pieces of experience. The text is capable of producing Stimmung with its effects. In the

Ottlik-chapter,  the  readings  of  the  novels  are  case  studies  examining  the  following   factors:

onomatopeia, imitative words, changing perspectives (as Mészöly also regards desirable: fluctuating

perspective; and it also characterizes Nádas’ narrator in ‘Parallel Stories’, but the narrators of the

‘Book of Memories’ can also be mentioned where the allure of literary forgery is hardly perceivable

without  an  allusion  to  Ottlik),  the  temporal  and  spatial  experience  produced  by  the  text  (the

sensation of circularity, timelessness in ‘Buda’, the ellipses of the alinear narration that follows the

associations of memory in ‘Rooftops at Dawn’), the exploration of the temporality and atmosphere

of places and space.

IV. The forth, and at the same time, closing chapter focuses on Peter Nádas’ novel  ‘Parallel

Stories’. Not only is it the climax of my dissertation, but also where all roads of Stimmung come



together.  Both  the  questions  concerning  the  aesthetic  discourse  and  the  problems  and  textual

operations observed in reading the works of Miklós Mészöly and Géza Ottlik can be related to one

another  here.  Regarding the narrator,   ‘Parallel  Stories’,  on the one hand, can be linked to the

narrator of Mészöly’s  Film (neutral view, hiding), on the other hand, to the narrative of Ottlik’s

works  (multiplicity  of  perspective).  The poetics  of  reticence or  silence thematized by Ottlik  is

realized  in  Nádas’  novel  (when  words  become incompetent  or  inappropriate,  the  chapters  end

abruptly, the narrator stops talking or makes a detour), similarly, the experience that words and

stories conceal something (with Ottlik’s words: they make inaccurate what is certainly there ― e. g.

the scene with Klára and Kristóf) becomes dominant. We can say the same about the poetics of

“magnification” (in both cases, the text introduces the relations and contexts of characters, places

and objects) which is close to Mészöly’s principle of simultaneity/contemporaneity that ― even if it

does not exclusively mean present tense in the oeuvre of the other two authors ― is realized by

evocation in the works of all  three authors,  and mostly a  given place ensures a “breaking and

entering point” by which the past is evoked in the present,  and as a consequence, the different

temporal planes are projected onto each other. The other principle of Mészöly, the lack of hierarchy,

the  principle  of  equalization,  is  also  realized  in  the  novel:  the  role  of  the  world  of  objects  is

significant  ― objects  act  as  organizers  of  the  narration,  they  have  their  own “story”  just  like

buildings  and spaces have theirs.  It  impacts  the disposition of  the characters,  accordingly.  The

principle of equalization applies the accidental junctions of the narration ― discussed in details in

the chapters that deal with works by Nádas and Mészöly ― that produce potential but uncertain

correlations and correspondences. This way, the emphasis is shifting from certainty to potentiality

and probability ― in this regard, there is parallelism with Ottlik. Evocation and presentification are

central in their works, but it is realized most radically in ‘Parallel Stories’. While the thought of “the

space of words” aims at something similar as the thought of “the sonorous space”, their difference,

however, present itself already in their termini. In the former, it is the words themselves that are the

basis of the space formed from words, while in the latter, the emphasis is on acoustics, and thus the

formed presence is produced rather in the sphere of sensuality.

All  in all  my theses are as follows. The revision of the subject–object paradigm can be

observed regarding all three authors, as well as, the dominance of the sensuous dimension that is

parallel with their doubts of language, and the possibility of objectivity. Authenticity becomes the

cardinal value: for Mészöly, its pledge is “the relatively objective representation” and within this

frame,  atmosphere;  for  Ottlik,  it  is  the approach of  the “feeling/atmosphere”,  and showing the

unique performance of literature; in Nádas’ ‘Parallel Stories’, it is more difficult to mark one or two

main points since we cannot talk about a unified narration, yet, presentification, the evocation of

presence and making it shareable are problems that run through the whole novel. 


